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I-ama-guerilla in Manila (and Davao City) - Week Two, 28 January 2012!  

 
Great Malls. To paraphrase Voltaire, if India is a country with an army and Prussia army with a country, the Philippines is a shopping 
mall with a country. Having a coffee and blueberry muffin in Eastwood Mall/ MNL, a young medical doctor is boning up on thoracic 
medicine. Everyone can see the mistakes of engineers but the cemetery sees the mistakes of doctors,  says T. As engineers, we think 
we save more lives than doctors by separating drinking water from sewage, disinfecting wastewater and promoting sanitation. 
 

 
Beer-bottle Christmas trees, Bungee Fun ride and open market within Eastwood Mall, Quezon, Manila 

 
I love it here. Saw several pals in Manila. Working my way through Metro Cebu and Davao City wastewater. May be shit to you, but to 

ter. Urban septic tanks (no leaching fields), desludging trucks and septage treatment plants are the rage. T tells 
 I 

am here for its wastewater. 
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Amenities of 878Hotel and Eastwood Mall, Manila 

 
Asia tourism. Asia is a great place for tourism. A Pnoy professor promotes pan-Asia tourism as one sees in Europe. Say, you buy one 
of several passes for discount travel in several cooperative Asia countries. Problem is, much of Asia tourist destinations 

s ;) 
 
Disturbing note in Manila Bulletin. Representatives of the Philippines Overseas Foreign Worker (OFW) program to meet with reps of 
Gulf States Cooperative Council to discuss ban in Saudi Arabia over domestic worker salaries (about $400/mo) and mistreatment and 
sexual harassment of  
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Fountain at my office building, Pasig, Manila  note several Manila fountains are fed by reclaimed water consistent with my recent article on water 

sequencing (Rethinking the water resources paradigm, The Professional Geologist, March/ April 2011) 
 
Films on TCM/ TV in my NEW UPGRADED ROOM WITH HOT WATER at 878Hotel where my lost luggage arrived. In my modest 
room, a run of Betty Davis, Humphrey Bogart, Lee Marvin, Ernest Borgnine, etc. Oh, I thoroughly enjoyed Coriolanus at Eastwood Mall. 
 
Local humor: Former Philippine President Estrada was reported to have no brain in the local newspapers. But he consulted American 
doctors who said he had two-more (tumor), per C. 
 
Chinese economists say the wealthiest city in Asia is Money-la (Manila), per J. 
 
At my Davao Roadway Inn, I killed one each day. Cockroaches that is. I tried to find a tee-
without success. I saw Haywire at the Mall  it was a believable James Bond-style flick, with a leading lady agent. Marvelous! 
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Davao posters between my Roadway Inn and Abreeza Mall 

 

 
Would you take a massage from these gals? 

 
 It s really more fun in the Philippines! 


